Stéphan BARRON’s ARTBOOK

«Stéphan Barron occupies a prominent place in Europe in the search for a spatio-temporal definition of the video image ».
Pierre Restany in Le monde de l’art en 1995
« For Stéphan Barron, technoromanticism is a spiritual quest in the area of technological art ».
Frank Popper, Contemporary artist, 5th edition

Stéphan Barron developed threw his artworks since the 80’s the idea of Planetary Art; this is an art form which
takes the Earth in its planetary dimension as its basis for artistic creation. Technoromanticism is the theory of links
between art and new technologies, within the context of the threats posed to Nature by technoscience and economic development. Technoromanticism also seeks to analyse the return of the human body within technological
arts, formulating the hypothesis that a technological society needs a corporeal rebalancing of perceptions.
Stéphan Barron’s first artworks are satellite video and audio transmission (THAON/NEW YORK 1987), telefax
art (LINES the Meridian Project 1989), ORIENT EXPRESS 1987 using modems and anticipating art with internet. LE BLEU DU CIEL 1994 showing the the average of the colours in the northern and southern skies.
OZON 1996 transforming Ozon city pollution and measures of Ozon layer into a sound installation (being one of
the first use of internet for art)...
Recent artworks CONTACT 2008 heat transmission via Internet, Thermochromic pigments THERMOCHROMES
2012, and 3DEDALUS 2015, 3D printing, ONgreen large installation at Montpellier Central Station 2020, SITES,
exhibition in New Delhi, 2021
Stéphan Barron is also video artist and musician.

website http://www.technoromanticism.com

Text by PAUL ARDENNE in his book
Un art écologique: Création plasticienne et anthropocène, 2018

Texts by art critics : Paul Ardenne, Pierre Restany, Frank Popper, Anne Cauquelin, Florence de Mérédieu, Derrick de Kerkhove,
Paul Brown, Mario Costa, Markus Müller, Jurgen Engel, Edmond Couchot, Anna Capella, Louise Poissant...

Baltique

Vidéo - 1985

Videoart film of 18 minutes made in 1985. It won the Museum of Modern Art prize at the Estavar Festival in 1988, and was selected for
the Bonn Video Art Biennial in 1986, the Monitor Festival, Frölunda, 1987...

Sound of rocks, shock of primitive materials: earth, straw, grass and sky.
Ready-made Land-art.
Musique : Déficit Des Années Antérieures

http://www.technoromanticism.com/en/oeuvres/baltique/

New York

Art Vidéo - 1985 - 1986

New York is a 4.5 minute video with neo-futuristic music by Jean-Marc Vivenza. It was awarded the Festival de Méricourt prize.

New York, a machine, mechanical constraints with muffled noises.
New York, energy, bubbling and perpetual movement.
New York, matter, black and white in fusion.

Thaon / New York

Art planétaire - 1986/1987

Satellite audio and slow television transmission between the medieval church of Thaon (Normandy) and the Cloisters in New
York. June 1987.
The aim of this project was to reactivate the American Cloisters, which had been swept away stone by stone in New York, by
the transmission via satellite of a «soul supplement» from the medieval church of Thaon in Normandy.
Confrontation of two emotionally charged places: the Bronx, and the church isolated at the bottom of a valley.
Collision of two universes: that of the new world and the city of New York, that of the old world and nature.

The church of Thaon
Thaon / New York
View of the interior of the church in Thaon, the stage
and the screens. On the left, the slow television transmission images (images transmitted by telephone) are
projected and on the right, the video images filmed in
New York.

New York’s Cloisters

MUR

Video Installation - 1987

Video installation of 64 monitors exhibited at Vidéoformes Clermont-Ferrand in April 1987, at the Opéra de Lille in September 1987, at
Sigma de Bordeaux in November 1987, at Vidéo Art Plastique d’Hérouville in November 1987, at the CAC de St Quentin en Yvelines in
January 88.
A video environment formed by four walls of four times four monitors. On the video tapes, city walls filmed in close-up. Meditation,
concentration, expansion.

Exposition at Vidéo Art Plastique - Hérouville Saint Clair 1987

Exposition at Vidéoformes - Clermont-Ferrand - 1987

Orient Express

Art planétaire - octobre 1987

Stéphan Barron on the Orient Express from Paris to Budapest takes a polaroid every hour. In Budapest the
25 polaroids from the outward journey are digitised on a computer and sent back to Paris by modem. The
same «process» is carried out from Budapest to Paris and the 25 digitised polaroids from the return journey are sent back from Paris to Budapest.
Orient Express was produced for the event Dialogue ordinaire - Paris / Budapest - October 1987
Exhibition at the Ecole des Beaux-arts de Tourcoing 1994 Installation on two eight-metre high rails covering
the electric cables.

In the hall of the town hall of Hérouville Saint
Clair, there are two access ramps of 25 m each
and 20 cm wide. On the first ramp, the Paris-Budapest outward journey is displayed, and on the
other, the Budapest-Paris return journey.

Exposition at the Galerie Donguy, Paris - 1991
Flat iron rods are used to screw in each light box. Under
the formwork, the electric wires supply each box separately.
On the left ramp, the Paris-Budapest outward journey is
displayed, and on the other, the Budapest-Paris return.
At the back a monitor shows the Orient Express video.

Dans la chaleur des concepts

Installation vidéo - Juillet 1988

Stéphan Barron installs a television in the middle of the Icking forest near Munich showing fire.
The fire symbolises man’s domination of nature, in reference to the myth of Prometheus, and the potential danger of technology
for man’s survival.
This advertisement for the
installation In the heat of the
concepts was made with a page
layout program on an Amiga
computer. Importing the computer’s system language causes
a bug: the computer refuses
to save the document or any
other operation. One can only
print the page which becomes
a single document made with a
computer.
Exhibited in a retrospective
on visual poetry and fluxus,
Wortlaut, which brings together
works by major artists: Beuys,
Cage, Duchamp, Paik, Schwitters...
This exhibition took place in
the Cologne gallery in 1989,
then in the Bochum Museum
in 1990, and finally in Prague
in 1991 (in Prague, in the
Spala Gallery, the faxes of Die
Pflanzen meines Gartens - The
Plants of my Garden).

Traits/Lines/Linien

Art Planétaire 1989

A major work of « fax art ». It begins a new representation of the Line, symbol of humanity.
Stephan Barron and Sylvia Hansmann followed the Greenwich Meridian by car from the English Channel
to the Mediterranean Sea and from Villers-sur-Mer to Castillon de la Plana.
With their car fax they regularly sent images and texts about their trip to other faxes located in 8 different
European locations.

The places where the faxes are received are Ars Electronica, Manifestation internationale des Arts Electroniques - Linz / Institut Français
- Cologne / Galerie Alain Oudin - Paris / Centre d’Art Contemporain Espaïs - Gérona / La criée Centre d’Art Contemporain - Rennes /
Maison de la Culture d’Amiens / Musée de Céret
Arrival in Castellon de la Plana: the
stele where the meridian meets the
Mediterranean.

video on the project - Voice of Pierre Restany
Realization 1989 to 1990

Set of 8 stainless steel rolls, containing the 8 original
fax tapes

The 848 facsimiles of Traits, displayed
in the Contemporary Art Centre of
Hérouville Saint Clair

The invitations informing about the Traits project are plastic rules.

Fax from Traits / Lines

Simulation of the exhibition for Kunstbau, Lenbach Haus (München).

http://www.technoromanticism.com/en/oeuvres/lines/

Les plantes de mon jardin
Stéphan Barron sends daily faxes to Prague for three weeks
about his daily relationship with his tiny garden in Hérouville
(Normandy).
to his tiny garden in Hérouville (Normandy).
Spala Gallery - Prague - May 1991.

Overview of the exhibition in Faches Thumesnil:
the enlarged facsimiles The Plants of my Garden, the 7
marbles of Signes des Temps, and Self-Portrait.

Art planétaire - May 1991

Autoportrait

Art planétaire - 1990 / 1991

In the exhibition space, a robotic arrow indicates the direction in which Stéphan Barron is located.
Stéphan Barron built a telephone robot in collaboration with home automation engineer Jérome Gilbert. This robot obeys the
voice frequencies of the telephone and indicates 8 different directions (North, North-East, East, South-East, South, South-West,
West, North-West).
Stéphan Barron moves around the exhibition site and indicates the different directions to the robot from telephone booths. He
then makes it look like a «tour of Europe» by staying at home for a fortnight.

A second version of Autoportrait was shown in
Lille. A third version was shown at the Marguerite Yourcenar media library in Faches-Thumesnil in March 1993.

Exhibition at the Galea Gallery

A perte d’entendre

1991

Stéphan Barron leaves the Brandenburg Gate, to which he is connected by walkie-talkie, and heads successively in the 8 cardinal directions. Each time he loses contact, he takes a photo.

Signes des temps

Installation - 1993

7 grey-blue marbles of 0,7 x 1 meter, engraved with the main signs of technological machines
Faches-Thumesnil - March 1993.

The space of one day

Installation-performance-Vidéo - 1991/1994

Performance-installation video, about the space we travel in one day.
Stéphan Barron moves around for 3 days from dawn to dusk.
The first day is motionless: the camera is placed on an axis that rotates 360° in one day, and films the surrounding landscape.
Day 2 on foot: Stéphan Barron walks in a large circle in the countryside.
The 3rd day by car: Stéphan Barron travels by car in a vast circle in Normandy.
Stéphan Barron starts each morning from the same point, and returns each evening to the same point, thus describing three increasingly
large circles.
These three days correspond to three movements, three speeds, three spaces.
During these 3 days of movement, Stéphan Barron collects video images: 10
hours each day which are simultaneously broadcast on 3 small monitors in the
same video installation.

L’espace d’un jour : Video installation - École des
Beaux Arts -Tourcoing 1994.
The installation completes a circle (360°) in ten hours.
The sand circle is raked every morning. The 3 video
screens create a visible trace giving an indication of
the time elapsed.
Size of the installation :
8 metres high and 6 metres in diameter.
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Ozone

Art planétaire - 1996

Sound installation based on measurements of ozone pollution produced by car traffic in Lille and measurements of ultraviolet radiation crossing the ozone layer in Australia. These measurements are transformed
into sounds broadcast in a garden in Adelaide and in the streets of Roubaix.
Ozone was made possible by a grant from the Villa Médicis Hors-les-Murs and was exhibited at the Adelaide International Festival. Ozone is one of the first artworks made with the internet.

Views of the Old Treasury Building garden hosting the Ozone installation during
the Adelaide Biennale.

Views of the streets in the centre of
Roubaix where the sounds of the
Ozone installation were broadcast
simultaneously with the broadcast
in Adelaide.

com-post

http://www.com-post.org

com_post is a planetary compost on the internet. You can send a text to this compost, it will be sent back to
you every week for three months more and more decomposed, composted.
The email is sent from the site, the decomposition is sent back to you at the email address you indicate on
the site. The text sent is immediately readable online. It joins all the messages already received which are
displayed in the current state of decomposition. A random rotation of the decomposed texts is carried out.
Not all messages are necessarily displayed...

http://www.technoromanticism.com/en/oeuvres/com-post/

Prières

2003

Installation of 14 large format digital photos in the art centre Le Fruc, Montpellier - July 2003.

Model of the installation in 20 x 35 cm format which made it possible to simulate
the exhibition. Developed over 300 m2 and 10 metres high.

http://www.fusil.biz
An enigmatic 4 x 3 metre advertising poster has been installed on a busy avenue in Montpellier since 29
June 06: at the corner of Boulevard Vieussens and the SNCF line from Montpellier to Sète. This poster
shows one of the photographs of the series of dummy weapons of the art work for the web gun created by
Stéphan Barron.

corpo@corpo

2005

Venise Biennale 2005

Send me an «image» of your body, and I’ll send you an «image» of mine.
«image» = photo or text
by MMS or email if it’s a photo
or
by SMS or email if it’s a text.

Michiko Haga

Stéphan Barron

http://www.fruc.biz
The FRUC is a production, exhibition and living space in
the centre of Montpellier. Construction 2004-2006

Performance by Australian artist Klare Lanson

WYFY®

http://www.wyfy.info

2007
off Biennale Lyon 2007

WYFY® is a very simple, effective and free therapeutic technique: settle down, lying on a special WYFY® couch scientifically developed by Stéphan BARRON, close to a psychoanalyst’s office or another therapist.
Relax, and start your WYFANALYSIS®.
During the Lyon Biennial, Stéphan BARRON settles near a therapist’s office in the city. He begins his WYFANALYSE® therapy, testing the therapist’s connections and abilities.
The sessions are filmed to elaborate the WYFY® video, which is like a DIY shop video...

o_o_o

2008_2010

http://www.o-o-o.info

Digital art work by Stéphan Barron in 3 forms: sound installation (public space or in-situ). Performance, edition.
Sound installation that transforms into sounds (sung voices) the measurements collected on the internet in real time:
- Ozone measurements from the GOME satellite which is permanently orbiting the earth.
- measurements of ozone pollution in the city captured on site thanks to an ozone sensor.
Multimedia as a support for an installation: moving away from the screen towards «presence».
The CD-ROM combined with the online work can be used by a person or an institution that shows it in the form of
a sound installation.
These sounds are broadcast at home, in a museum, in an art centre or in the public space through loudspeakers.
The voice, a factor of a sensual and human presence
On this audio CD-ROM, the measurements of the two ozones: numbers transformed into sounds. The lyrical voices
of Stéphan Barron and Balthazar Barron alternate. The work of the voice and the body is a search for a point of
balance with the «abstraction» and the «hardness» of the machine and the network. Stéphan Barron has been working with the lyrical voice since 1998 in order to carry out this project.
A scale of correspondence is therefore established between measurements and musical notes. The measurements
of pollution in the city are «sung» by the baritone voice, the measurements of the ozone layer are «sung» by the
child’s voice.

Concert version of the planetary installation
with the singing voices of
Balthazar and Stéphan Barron

Contact

2008_2010

Two copper plates, located in two different places, connected to each other.
By placing his or her hand on the copper plate of the location, the spectator perceives the possible
«contact» of another person in the distant location who touches the plate.
The plates can be installed in the public space, at the entrance of a museum, or possibly at a polar base
in the Arctic.
CONTACT is a questioning of the climate changes in progress...
Through the tactile sensation of the difference in temperature between the two
places, this work stimulates the imagination of distance.
Metaphors of caress, of solidarity, sensation of the skin of the world. Sensation
of the presence at a distance, of the passage of the other, of its existence despite
the visual absence.
This work invites us through the mixed sensations of space, time and the human
to the sensation of the skin of the world. As in many other works of telecommunications art, it exercises our shared consciousness between here and elsewhere,
between me and the other.
CONTACT reactivates the negative hands of human prehistory.
This work wants to create a communication by touch at a distance which is a
metaphor of the link between humans. It invites humans to join hands to find
a solution to the problems of planetary ecology. To take the fate of the Earth
into our hands, between North and South... Make a gesture towards each other,
towards the Earth. The sum of these small gestures creates a global solution.

TRANSMISSION
Vidéo 1987 - 2008
This 2:07 video is a montage made in 2008 of slow-scan images of the 1987 Thaon / New
York transmission on the soundtrack of New York’s public radio station, WNYC, broadcast
during the work by satellite.
This film is a very slow meditative succession of semi-abstract images that are like black and
white paintings. A hypnotic work.

A PERTE D’ENTENDRE
Vidéo 1991 - 2008
The video edited in 2008 is composed from the 8 still images and the sound of the 1991 project.
A video dominated by sound...
Stéphan Barron leaves the Brandenburg Gate, to which he is connected by walkie-talkie, and
heads successively in the 8 cardinal directions. Each time he loses contact, he takes a photo.
Berlin - July 1991

LE NOUVEAU VOYAGE
http://www.barron.fr

2009
Exposition-performance-installation
by Stéphan & Balthazar Barron

Le Nouveau Voyage de France is a book written by Louis Barron in 1899. In it he describes his journey through France in a romantic way.
Stéphan Barron in Le Nouveau voyage follows with google.earth the steps of his great grandfather in the Languedoc-Roussillon. 110 years
after his grandfather’s travels, following the same paths, but seen by satellite, Stéphan Barron updates, revisits and reinvents this journey with
emotion. The video image displayed by Balthazar Barron is projected in real time while Stéphan Barron reads the original text.

Orient Express

DRESDE Exposition internationale OSTRALE. Août 2010. Avec le soutien de l’Institut Français de Dresde.
Nouvelle version électronique et leds

ORIENT EXPRESS at OSTRALE international exhibition DRESDE August 2010

2010

2010
DVD Remix traces a pioneering approach to technological arts that are at the origin
of emerging art forms: internet art, tech_nomadic art (art on mobile phones) and
technoromantic art, an artistic reflection on the planetary environment. Stéphan Barron
has called this approach Planetary Art and created the idea of Technoromantism.
This edition of 13 DVDREMIX objects gathers 13 videos from 1985 to 2008 that allow
us to follow the articulation between the video art of the 1980s and those art forms that
will develop in the 21st century.
Another very important aspect of this remix DVD is to articulate these art forms with
current computer music. In this DVD we invite musicians from different countries
(Australia, England, Germany...) from the electronic and electro-acoustic music scene
to remix the soundtracks of these videos. This remixing gives a new “sonic” life to
these video art documents, and constitutes a new experience of transposing the musical
concept of “remix” to the film soundtracks.
The DVD can be viewed and projected either with the original sound or with the
remixed sound.
Guest musicians: James Taylor (Swayzak), Roger 23, Jérôme Joy, Klare X, Denis
Dufour...

RE_TRANSMISSION

James Taylor (Swayzak) remixing
the soundtrack of the film TRANSMISSION.
DVD Remix is both an edition and a LIVE series with :
- either audio remix only
- or double REMIX live, audio (by one of the DVD remix musicians), and video (by Stéphan Barron).

http://www.dvdremix.com

QR codes

Q - Acrylics on canvas - 20 cm x 20 cm - 2011

White QR on white- 80 cm x 80 cm - 2011

+THERMOCHROMES

2012

Exhibition at FRUC - 28 June to 3 July 2012 - http://www.fruc.biz

The thermochromes are handprints made with paint that disappears at the temperature of the human body.
They follow Stéphan Barron’s installation Contact. http://www.technoromanticism.com/en/oeuvres/contact/

MONOCHROMES

STEPHAN BARRON

MONOCHROMES

2012

Exhibition at FRUC Art Center - 28 juin au 3 juillet 2012 - http://www.fruc.biz

MONOCHROMES immerses viewers in the pure perception of colour without the interface of a material work.
Everyone experiences pure colour, the colour within.

3DEDALUS
3DEDALUS

Printed prototype stereolithography.
Possible to produce it in large scale and
eventually in bronze.

2014

Sculpture impression 3D d’un dédale tridimensionnel.
2014

Ce labyrinthe est un cube constitué
par l’empilement de 25 QR codes
menant au parcours de Léopold
Bloom héros de l’Ulysse de James
Joyce dans les rues de Dublin.

3DEDALUS, one of the 25 images. Google street view artefacts
Lenticular 3D prints on dibond. Size 50 x 90 cm

2014

Poisson-Globe
Music for the Fukushima Open Sound project, exhibitions and multiple radio broadcasts.
http://www.technoromanticism.com/en/oeuvres/poisson-globe/

Other Music by Stéphan Barron :
https://soundcloud.com/technoromantisme/

So far, so near, within us, without borders.
The sounds of life, of the city.
Diffuse, invisible, crushing terror.
Everything, here, there, continues, fragile and diaphanous.
A tribute to Fukushima.

GreenwatchING @Panacee

Performance, vidéo : La Panacée
Film : https://vimeo.com/152462462
#greenwashing #puja (Rituel tibétain)

Everything must be painted green! It’s the general watchword, it’s up to date !
After the whiter than white, here comes the greener than green!

Series of actions and works under the title Greenwatching: Smoke Green, Paint Green,
See Green, Wash Green...

POISSONS_CHAT
Stéphan BARRON &
Sylvia HANSMANN
2017
Le FRUC

Quadriptych: 4 laser-cut works.

Size : 486 cm x 300 cm
Acier Corten

Prints on paper : size of the quadritich 225 cm x 340 cm

POISSONS_CHAT

Stéphan BARRON & Sylvia HANSMANN

Poissons_chat F et U

Acier Corten
Size :
U : 94 x 300 cm et F : 120 x 300 cm

Print on paper
Letter C (for cat) : size 225 cm x 90 cm

POISSONS_CHAT
Stéphan BARRON &
Sylvia HANSMANN

Print on paper
Letter U (double fish) : size 225 cm x 80 cm

DUST

2017

Collective performance-action.
This work has a philosophical and ecological meaning: to leave the place untouched and to be mindful of our every gesture on this earth.
From local to global.
Anyone can participate, no special skills are required, only a strong commitment and extreme concentration. Each participant has to think
beforehand about the feasibility of the action: what is a dust - critical size to take on the whole action, the transport of the dust and the return
to its exact place.
What route will it take? Should it be around the original location - a few microns, a few metres, or thousands of kilometres? We must also
think about the length of this journey, about its meaning - symbolic, artistic, philosophical, intimate, scientific? One must take the time to
meditate on these questions and to visualise the action before carrying it out.
Each participant is asked to document the action in a form that they find most suitable: a text report, a drawing, a map, smartphone application screens, photographs of the original location, dust in its original place and after it has been put back. You can also keep your participation
secret.
An exercise in concentration, presence and meditation.

DUST

Microfilm - for an exhibition in Paris - Satellite Gallery - 2018

http://www.technoromanticism.com/en/oeuvres/dust/

RESOLUTE_LIE

2019

Text by PAUL ARDENNE in his book Un art écologique: Création plasticienne et anthropocène, 2018

Installation, 200 painted supermarket shopping bags
The installation has 3 different lightings. Normal, Black light, phosphorescent.
http://www.technoromanticism.com/en/oeuvres/resolute_ly/

ON|green
ON/green installation 1000 m2 - Montpellier central station
Instagram @technoromanticism

http://www.technoromanticism.com/en/oeuvres/on-green/

This installation is about greenwashing.

JANVIER A MI-MARS 2020

MIMIME

2021

Rug for MIMI : MIMI call ME

Tapis/Rug - 200 x 200 cm

SITES
Exhibition @ Lalit Kala Academi New Delhi
Institut Français Inde
A pilgrimage at the time of COVID.

SITES is about the access to spiritual sites threw internet.
QR codes and images made from Google street view Artefacts...

SITES
Thaon’s medieval Church

2021

SITES

2021

Exhibition in New Delhi with the French Institute
The SITES project was exhibited as an installation in an abandoned historical building
of Lalit Kala Academi, a prestigious Indian art institution.
The work questions the relationship between the real and the virtual, the experience of
place and its imaginary projection into the spiritual realm.
Opening of the exhibition in the presence of
the French Ambassador Emmanuel Lenain,
the Cultural Attaché Isabelle Vierget Rias,
the President of Lalit Kala Akademi,
Priyanshi Metha (Curator),
Emmanuel Lebrun Damiens (Cultural Action
Advisor, Director of the French Institute)

Times of India broadcast on the exhibition.Text by Anne Cauquelin.
http://www.technoromanticism.com/oeuvres/sites/

SITES
Boddhi Tree’s garden

SITES
Mont Fuji

GreenwatchING

Installation project Greenwatching for the Tunnel des Tuileries - Paris - 2021

2021

